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A B S T R A C T   

This study develops a three-party evolutionary game model among upstream raw material pro-
ducers, midstream food producers, and downstream distributors in the food supply chain, and 
investigates food fraud and fraud emulation among companies in the same group based on a food 
safety social co-governance framework. Moreover, the equilibrium points are divided into four 
scenarios according to the number of groups of companies committing fraud in the supply chain 
and whether companies in the same group emulate each other’s fraudulent behavior. The stability 
conditions of these scenarios are also discussed and verified by numerical simulation in MATLAB. 
The results show that the behavioral strategy choices of different groups of food companies in the 
supply chain are closely related to the level of social co-governance involving the government, 
market, and consumers. Government regulation, supervision between companies, and consumer 
reporting can all change companies’ behavioral strategies. Although the level of fraud emulation 
among companies in the same group does not change their behavioral strategy choice, it affects 
the time it takes for their behavioral strategy to evolve to a stable state. Moreover, the level of 
social co-governance directly affects companies’ behavioral strategy choices at different emula-
tion levels.   

1. Introduction 

As a reflection of pursuit of market gain, it has long persisted despite market changes over thousands of years [1]. Food fraud can be 
traced back to ancient Rome [2]. However, food fraud is increasingly becoming a serious social problem worldwide as production 
specialization proceeds and markets expand [3,4]. At present, food fraud exists not only in the internal food market of a country but 
also widely in the global food market. Counterfeit food rejected by China Customs accounted for 30.35 % of all imported food, and 
counterfeit food originating from the processing stage constituted 87.7 % of all rejected imported food between 2009 and 2019 [5]. A 
joint operation by Europol and Interpol destroyed 19 food fraud organizations and seized counterfeit foods worth 28 million euros [6]. 

In essence, food fraud is a deliberate crime committed by persons pursuing economic gain [7,8], and currently ranks as the second 
biggest public health hazard in the world, second only to drugs [9]. Although there are many forms of food fraud, the main methods 
include illegally substituting or swapping ingredients, i.e., for something cheaper, adding additional ingredients, i.e., to meet testing 
standards for nutrients, tampering with packaging, e.g., changing dates or other information on a packet or opening it to remove some 
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of the product, among others, which can serve to increase the value of the food or reducing input costs [10], but has caused numerous 
public health crises [11–13]. An example in 2008 is the “Sanlu milk powder” fraud incident that occurred in China in which melamine 
was illegally added to dairy products to increase protein content. This resulting in the poisoning of more than 2.6 million infants and 
the death of at least six [14]. 

Food fraud is closely related to various factors, such as socioeconomic development [15], food safety governance system [16,17], 
food technology innovation [18], characteristics of food companies [19], and corporate business ethics [20]. Moreover, most food 
safety problems caused by fraud occur in production and processing [21]. In the social co-governance framework, a company pro-
ducing counterfeit raw materials or food are subject to not only government penalties, but also financial liability for breach of contract, 
as well as reputational and economic losses due to consumer reports. Therefore, the production behavior of companies depends on the 
balance among actors, such as the government, market, and society. Only when the interests are balanced among the actors, that is, 
when the social co-governance system is stable, will the companies decide on their final behavioral strategy. Wang, Xie, and Li sug-
gested that food fraud can no longer be considered a reflection the behavior of a single company, but should be seen rather as a 
common speculative group behavior among companies in China and they also found fraud emulation among the companies [22,23]. 
Wu and Liu demonstrated that most food safety incidents in China between 2008 and 2022 were caused by numerous companies 
jointly committing fraud and emulating each other [24]. However, few studies, at least in the Chinese academic community, have 
focused on the fraudulent behavior of food companies considering emulation. The main purpose of this study is to fill this gap in 
literature. By focusing on the production and sales behavior of different groups of food companies in the supply chain, this study 
attempts to investigate whether intercompany contracts and consumer participation are effective in controlling food fraud in the 
context of government regulation, as well as the impact of emulation levels presented by the production safety awareness of companies 
on food fraud control, in order to find strategies to solve the practical dilemma of food fraud and fraud emulation among companies. 

2. Literature review 

Negative behaviors among companies have inherent diffusion mechanisms and can be spread by emulation [25–27]. Emulation 
mainly exists among companies in the same industry [28,29], geographical region [30], and social network [31], but more directly and 
commonly among companies in the same category or group. The underlying reasons for this phenomenon have been identified as the 
peer effect1 and broken windows theory.2 Food companies in the same group adopt the congenerous or similar technical standards, use 
similar production processes, face a common market environment, and form a peer group in which members interact with each other, 
which provides the possibility for emulation among them [32,33]. Companies in the same group tend to emulate and learn from each 
other’s mature experiences and adopt homogeneous strategies [34]. 

According to the broken windows theory, the first “window” in the food market may be broken due to the huge economic benefits 
that companies can gain by engaging in food fraud [8]. Subsequently, if the fraud is not discovered or if there is no or insufficient 
punishment after discovery, there would be no deterrent effect against such fraud. This would induce emulation among companies in 
the same group, and extensive group fraud would become inevitable [35,36]. Steinberg P and Engert S noted that the food industry and 
consumers worldwide lose up to 3 billion euros a year due to food fraud [37]. 

Food fraud can occur anywhere along the supply chain, from raw material production [38], production and processing [39], and 
logistics, to distribution and retail, albeit to varying degrees [40,41]. Therefore, government regulation alone cannot effectively deal 
with food safety issues in complex market environments [42,43], especially when faced with extensive corporate moral hazard 
[44–46], and numerous studies have shown an obvious government failure in the food market [42,43]. Market failure also occurs when 
food safety information is not effectively transmitted in the market [47]. According to modern public governance theories, social forces 
have unique functions beyond the capabilities of both government and market, especially when either or both fail [48–50]. Social 
forces can thus be seen as a third-sector force that corrects government and market failures [51,52]. Moreover, this third-sector 
participation in social co-governance of food safety enhances the flexibility of governance in addressing food safety issues, in-
creases the coverage of policy effects, and saves public finances [53,54]. 

In the social co-governance system, the government’s most basic policy tool to curb food fraud is to implement appropriate 
financial and judicial penalties for found fraud while carrying out food quality sampling inspections of companies in accordance with 
the law with appropriate probability [55,56]. However, some studies also suggested that the fragmentation of the food safety social 
co-governance-related systems, e.g., the limited establishment and improvement of the food safety regulation system and the inef-
fective flow of government regulation information among agencies, resulted in practical defects of the food safety social co-governance 
system in China [57]. Zhang et al. reported that the low probability of government sampling inspections was an important reason for 
persistent food fraud incidents in China [58]. It has also been shown that low government penalties are unlikely to have a deterrent 
effect due to the high expected economic benefits companies can gain from fraud [59]. Therefore, the probability of government 

1 Peer effect is also known as imitative behavior and has later given rise to concepts, such as herd effect and spillover effect. It means that the 
attitude and behavior of an individual in a complex social network are affected by the group behavior of their peers. See Liu S, Wu D. Competing by 
conducting good deeds: The peer effect of corporate social responsibility. Finance Research Letters,2016,16:47–54.  

2 The broken windows theory asserts that negative phenomena that are allowed to persist in the environment encourage imitation or even more 
serious misbehavior. Disorder is a core issue in the broken windows theory. Negative phenomena occur when disorder is not restrained. The 
environment influences the behavior of companies operating within it, and companies copy each other’s behavior to some extent. See also Kelling G 
L, Wilson J Q. Broken windows. Atlantic monthly,1982,249(3):29–38. 
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sampling inspection and the amount of financial penalties imposed are crucial to the government’s management of food safety. It 
imperative for the government to find an appropriate inspection probability and amount of penalties in social co-governance. 

Beyond direct government inspections, when downstream companies cannot effectively or accurately inspect upstream companies, 
the liquidated damages mechanism does not work and cannot therefore control food fraud by upstream companies [60]. Zhang et al. 
and Wan et al. reported that the probability of downstream companies inspecting food produced by upstream companies, the ability of 
downstream companies to detect fraud, and increased liquidated damages that upstream companies pay to downstream companies due 
to fraud directly influenced the behavior of upstream companies in China. They also suggested that market contracts between up-
stream and downstream companies had a positive effect in restricting corporate fraud [61,62]. It has also been demonstrated that 
market contracts reduce opportunistic behavior among companies, e.g., by stipulating a compensation mechanism, and promote 
self-discipline in the production or marketing of food [63–65]. 

Consumer participation in food safety social co-governance can not only significantly influence the regulatory strategy choices of 
government agencies [66,67], but also affect the behavioral strategy choices of food companies, increase the cost of committing fraud, 
and reduce their motivation for committing fraud [68]. If consumers who discover that a company is committing fraud promptly report 
that to government agencies, it would be difficult for companies committing fraud to hide [69]. Moreover, government penalties on 
companies or compensation paid by companies to consumers based on verified consumer reports, as well as the market reputation 
formed through information disclosure, will induce companies to reduce fraud and emulation [70–73]. The public has proven will-
ingness to report fraudulent companies: more than 50 % of major food safety violations handled by the Chinese government between 
2014 and 2018 were initially reported by consumers [74]. As an important institutional arrangement, social co-governance ensures 
food safety at a lower cost and with more effective resource allocation, and it has also been shown to maximize social welfare [75]. 
Thus, many countries have adopted it as the basic model for managing food safety risks [76].Therefore, preventing food fraud and 
curbing emulation among companies requires not only government regulation, but also supervision between companies based on 
market contracts and the introduction of social forces, including consumers [77]. In this way, governance forces are multiplied and 
social co-governance promoted [51]. 

Most previous studies focused on the behavioral strategy choices of food companies in the supply chain. However, few investigated 
fraud by food companies based within a social co-governance framework involving government regulation, supervision between 
companies based on market contracts, and consumer reporting. Also, few studies have examined fraud emulation among companies in 
the same group. The marginal contribution of this study is to construct a three-party game model among upstream, midstream, and 
downstream companies in the food supply chain and investigate the main factors that trigger fraud and fraud emulation among 
companies in the same group within a social co-governance framework based on the reality of China. It also examines the impact of 
different levels of social co-governance and the behavioral strategies of each actor in the social co-governance system on food fraud in 
the entire supply chain. The results of this study provide policy suggestions on how to prevent food fraud and fraud emulation among 
companies. 

3. Analytical framework and hypotheses 

For the sake of simplicity in the present analysis, companies at different stages of the food supply chain are divided into three 
groups: upstream raw material production companies (referred to as raw material producers, X), midstream production and processing 
companies (referred to as food producers, Y), and downstream distribution companies (referred to as distributors, Z). Moreover, 
considering the traceability of raw materials or food, this study assumes that raw material producers in the supply chain only produce 
one type of raw materials and sell them to food producers. The ultimate goal of the behavioral strategy choices of X, Y, and Z is profit 
maximization. Moreover, all three actors are boundedly rational. Therefore, their initial behaviors are not optimal in terms of pro-
ducing the highest profit. It is possible that they may emulate the fraudulent behavior of other companies in the same group to 
maximize their profits. 

According to the peer effect concept, a food company’s choice to commit fraud is influenced not only by fraud among other 
companies in the same group,3 but also by the behavioral strategies of companies with high economic benefits, as well as regulatory 
forces, such as the government, market, and society. The peer effect may induce companies to commit fraud when the cost of food 
fraud is low, or when the behavior of other actors in social co-governance, such as the government, market, or consumers, is alienated, 
especially when a company’s economic returns cannot ensure its survival and development. In this case, failure to curb the fraud in 
time would encourage fraud emulation among companies in the same group. Fig. 1 illustrates the operating logic of food fraud and 
emulation among companies in a supply chain based on the broken windows theory. 

Based on the broken windows theory and the literature review, Fig. 2 illustrates supervision of X, Y, and Z by the government and 
consumers in a social co-governance framework, along with the interaction among X, Y, and Z based on market contracts. This study 

3 The factors that influence emulation of food fraud among companies are very complex. In terms of form, companies can copy the fraudulent 
behavior of other actors in the same supply chain, such as tampering with the production date and shelf life, etc. They can also emulate food 
companies in the same group; for example, aquatic product companies abuse preservatives to prevent the spoilage of processed aquatic products. Or 
they can also emulate non-food companies, e.g., by replacing qualified products with substandard ones. Considering that such copying requires 
professional skills and special tools, emulation among companies in the same group is more common. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, this study 
only investigates fraud emulation among food companies in the same group. In other words, X, Y, and Z will only copy raw material producers, food 
producers, and food distributors, respectively, without considering copying among X, Y, and Z. 
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attempts to establish a social co-governance system composed of the government, companies, and consumers based on the reality of 
China,4 and develops a three-party evolutionary game model among X, Y, and Z to investigate the balance and stability conditions of 
their behavioral strategy choices. Then, the main factors that affect the fraud and emulation among companies in the same group in the 
supply chain are analyzed. 

Different countries have different laws and methods for regulating food companies. In China’s current legal and regulatory system, 
the most common methods government agencies use to regulate companies are sampling inspections and financial penalties.5 For the 
purpose of this study, government agencies use sampling to inspect X, Y, and Z for fraud and impose different financial penalties on 
companies committing fraud according to the nature of the fraud and the harm caused in accordance with the law. Assume that the 
probability of government agencies discovering fraud by sampling inspections of companies and the amount of financial penalties 
imposed are ni and Mi (i∈{1,2,3}), respectively, where ni and Mi reflect the level of regulation of corporate fraud by government 
agencies. Based on the above analysis, the following hypotheses are proposed. 

Hypothesis 1. The set of behavioral strategy choices for X is {producing safe raw materials, producing counterfeit raw materials}, 
with probabilities of x and 1-x (x ∈ [0,1]), respectively. Assuming that X chooses safe production and the expected production cost is 
C1. In this case, it inspects the quality of raw materials it produces in accordance with the law and technical standards to meet the 
requirements for safe food production by Y. Assume that its expected cost of self-inspection is C2 and the expected economic return 
from selling safe raw materials to Y is R1. Then, X’s expected profit is R1–C1-C2. 

When X chooses to produce counterfeit raw materials and sells them to Y in pursuit of higher profits, it is assumed that the expected 
cost of producing counterfeit raw materials is C3, where obviously, C3<C1. In this case, X does not inspect the quality of raw materials it 
produces. Assume that the government inspects the quality of raw materials produced by X with probability of n1. If fraud is 
discovered, X would be subject to a financial penalty of M1 in accordance with the law. In other words, X receives a financial penalty of 
n1M1 from the government. 

Meanwhile, if Y chooses safe production, it would check the quality of the raw materials produced by X according to prevailing 
standards. Assume that the probability of such a sampling inspection is u1. When Y discovers that X produced counterfeit raw ma-
terials, X shall pay a financial compensation of P1 to Y according to the contract between them. In other words, the financial 
compensation that X needs to pay to Y is u1P1. Therefore, when X chooses counterfeit production, the expected profits from supplying 
raw materials to a Y who chooses safe production or chooses counterfeit production are R1–C3-n1M1-u1P1 and R3–C3-n1M1, 
respectively. 

Hypothesis 2. The set of behavioral strategy choices for Y is {producing safe food, producing counterfeit food}, with probabilities of 
y and 1-y (y ∈ [0,1]), respectively. When Y chooses safe production, it checks the quality of raw materials produced by X according to 
relevant standards. Assuming that the expected cost of safe production is C4 and the cost of sampling inspection is C5. When X is found 
to have produced counterfeit raw materials, it shall pay a financial compensation of P1 to Y according to the contract. In other words, 
although Y pays an expected inspection cost of C5, it will receive financial compensation of u1P1 from X if fraud is discovered. At this 
point, Y can purchase similar raw materials that meet quality standards in the market for production. 

Y also inspects the food it produces according to the standards to avoid being rejected by Z due to quality reasons. Assume that its 

Fig. 1. Operating logic of food fraud and emulation among companies in the supply chain.  

4 Social forces have a complex composition and generally include non-governmental organizations, social groups, industry associations, news 
media, consumers, and volunteers. For the sake of simplicity, only consumers are included as a representative social force in this study.  

5 The government regulates food companies in accordance with the law in many ways, including administrative, financial, and judicial means. 
Only sampling inspection and financial penalties are discussed in this study. 
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expected cost of self-inspection is C6 and the expected economic return from selling food to Z is R2. Therefore, when Y chooses safe 
production, its expected profit would be R2–C4-C5-C6 when purchasing safe raw materials from X. When it discovers the fraudulent 
behavior of X and purchases qualified raw materials from another producer, its expected profit would be R2–C4-2C5–C6+u1P1. 

When Y chooses to produce counterfeit food and sells it to Z due to pursuit of higher profit, the expected production cost for Y is C7, 
where obviously, C7<C4. In this case, Y does not inspect the quality of food it produces or the raw materials produced by X. Assume that 
the government inspects the quality of food produced by Y with probability of n2, and imposes a financial penalty of M2 on Y when 
fraud is found. In other words, Y receives a financial penalty of n2M2 from the government. 

If Z chooses safe sales, it would check the quality of food produced by Y according to relevant standards. Assuming that the 
probability of sampling inspection is u2. When Z discovers that Y produced counterfeit food, Y shall pay a financial compensation of P2 
to Z according to the contract between them. In other words, the financial compensation that Y needs to pay to Z is u2P2. Therefore, 
when Y chooses counterfeit production, the expected profits from selling food to a Z who chooses safe sales and chooses counterfeit 
sales are R2–C7-n2M2-u2P2 and R2–C7-n2M2, respectively. 

Hypothesis 3. The set of behavioral strategy choices for Z is {selling safe food, selling counterfeit food}, with probabilities of z and 1- 
z (z ∈ [0,1]), respectively. When Z chooses safe sales, it checks the quality of food produced by Y according to relevant standards. 
Assume that the expected cost of safe sales is C8 and the cost of sampling inspection is C9. When Y is found to have produced counterfeit 
food, it shall pay a financial compensation of P2 to Z according to the contract. In other words, although Z pays an expected inspection 
cost of C9, it receives a financial compensation of u2P2 from Y. At this point, Z can purchase similar food that meet quality standards in 
the market for sale. 

Meanwhile, Z also inspects the food it sells according to applicable standards to avoid consumer reports. Assuming that its expected 
cost of self-inspection is C10 and the expected economic return from selling food to consumers is R3. Therefore, when Z chooses safe 
sales, its expected profit would be R3–C8-C9-C10 when purchasing safe food from Y. When it discovers the fraudulent behavior of Y and 
purchases qualified food from another producer, its expected profit would be R3–C8-2C9–C10+u2P2. 

When Z chooses to sell counterfeit food to consumers due to pursuit of higher profit, the expected sales cost is C11, where obviously, 
C11<C8. In this case, Z does not inspect the quality of food it sells or the raw materials produced by Y. Assuming that the government 
inspects the quality of food sold by Z with probability of n3, and imposes an expected financial penalty of M3 on Z when fraud is found. 
In other words, Z receives a financial penalty of n3M3 from the government. Consumers protect their legitimate interests by reporting 
when they purchase counterfeit food from Z. Assuming that the probability of consumer reporting is u3, and Z pays a financial 
compensation of P3 to consumers in accordance with the law. In other words, Z pays financial compensation of u3P3 to consumers. 
Therefore, the expected profit for Z is R3–C11-n3M3-u3P3 when selling counterfeit food. 

Hypothesis 4. Fitness ζj is the degree of adaptation of safe or counterfeit production and sales strategies among companies in the 
same group. Companies tend to choose strategies with higher fitness. Assuming that the fitness ζj of committing fraud among com-
panies in the X, Y, and Z groups is positively correlated with the expected economic return Ej of committing fraud, i.e., ∀j∈{X,Y,Z}; and 
that the functional relationship ζj(E) = 1-wi +wiEj (wi∈(0,1), which indicates how strongly X, Y, and Z emulate the fraudulent behavior 
of companies in the same group), is satisfied. 

On the basis of the research hypothesis in Table 1 above and the game relationship among X,Y, and Z, the payoff matrix of the 
tripartite game is developed as shown in Table 2. 

Fig. 2. Interaction among government, enterprises, and consumers in the social co-governance framework.  
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4. Model calculation and analysis of evolutionary routes 

This section will solve the replicated dynamic equations of X, Y, and Z, respectively, based on the payoff matrix in Table 2. It will 
also analyze the stability strategy of each participant using the theory of differential equations. 

4.1. Replicated dynamic equation of tripartite behavioral strategy selection 

Assuming that Ex1, Ex2, and Ex represent the expected returns for the production of safe raw materials and counterfeit raw materials, 
and the average expected economic returns of X, respectively. Expressions (1) to (3) can be derived from the payment matrix in 
Table 2. 

Ex1= yz(R1 − C1 − C2)+ y(1 − z)(R1 − C1 − C2)+ (1 − y)z(R1 − C1 − C2) + (1 − y)(1 − z)(R1 − C1 − C2) (1)  

Ex2 = yz(R1 − C3 − n1M1 − u1P1)+ y(1 − z)(R1 − C3 − n1M1 − u1P1)+ (1 − y)z(R1 − C3 − n1M1) + (1 − y)(1 − z)(R1 − C3

− n1M1) (2)  

Ex = xEx1 + (1 − x)Ex2 (3) 

Assuming that Ey1, Ey2, and Ey represent the expected returns for the production of safe food and counterfeit food, and the average 
expected economic returns of Y, respectively. Expressions (4) to (6) can be derived from the payment matrix in Table 2. 

Ey1 = xz(R2 − C4 − C5 − C6)+ x(1 − z)(R2 − C4 − C5 − C6)+

(1 − x)z(R2 − C4 − 2C5 − C6 + u1P1) + (1 − x)(1 − z)(R2 − C4 − 2C5 − C6 + u1P1) (4)  

Ey2 = xz(R2 − C7 − n2M2 − u2P2)+ x(1 − z)(R2 − C7 − n2M2)+

(1 − x)z(R2 − C7 − n2M2 − u2P2) + (1 − x)(1 − z)(R2 − C7 − n2M2) (5)  

Ey = yEy1 + (1 − y)Ey2 (6) 

Table 1 
Parameters and descriptions.  

Symbol of parameters Meanings and descriptions 

C1 Expected production costs by X from production of safe raw materials 
C2 Expected costs of self-inspection by X 
C3 Expected production costs by X from production of counterfeit raw materials 
C4 Expected production costs by Y from production of safe food 
C5 Expected costs of test by Y of raw materials produced by X 
C6 Expected costs of self-inspection by Y 
C7 Expected production costs by Y from production of counterfeit food 
C8 Expected sales costs by Z from sales of safe food 
C9 Expected costs of test by Z of food produced by Y 
C10 Expected costs of self-inspection by Z 
C11 Expected sales costs by Z from sales of counterfeit food 
n1 Probability of government regulatory department’s random inspection of X 
n2 Probability of government regulatory department’s random inspection of Y 
n3 Probability of government regulatory department’s random inspection of Z 
M1 Economic penalty imposed by government regulatory department on X 
M2 Economic penalty imposed by government regulatory department on Y 
M3 Economic penalty imposed by government regulatory department on Z 
R1 Expected economic benefits by X from production of raw materials 
R2 Expected economic benefits by X from production of food 
R3 Expected economic benefits by X from sales of food 
u1 Probability of Y inspecting X 
u2 Probability of Z inspecting Y 
u3 Probability of reporting by consumers 
P1 Economic compensation payed by X to Y for breaking a contract 
P2 Economic compensation payed by Y to Z for breaking a contract 
P3 Economic compensation payed by Z to consumers for selling counterfeit food 
wi, 

i∈{1,2,3} 
Intensity of X,Y,and Z imitating the fraud behavior of similar enterprises 

ζj, j∈{X,Y,Z} Behavioral strategy fitness of X,Y,and Z 
x Probability of X producing safe raw materials 
y Probability of Y producing safe food 
z Probability of Z selling safe food  

L. Wu et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                             
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Assuming that Ez1, Ez2, and Ez represent the expected returns for the sales of safe food and counterfeit food and average expected 
economic returns of Z, respectively. Expressions (7) to (9) can be derived from the payment matrix in Table 2. 

Ez1 = xy(R3 − C8 − C9 − C10)+ x(1 − y)(R3 − C8 − 2C9 − C10 + u2P2)+

(1 − x)y(R3 − C8 − C9 − C10) + (1 − x)(1 − y)(R3 − C8 − 2C9 − C10 + u2P2) (7)  

Ez2 = xy(R3 − C11 − n3M3 − u3P3)+ x(1 − y)(R3 − C11 − n3M3 − u3P3)+ (1 − x)y(R3 − C11 − n3M3 − u3P3) + (1 − x)(1 − y)(R3

− C11 − n3M3 − u3P3)

(8)  

Ez = zEz1 + (1 − z)Ez2 (9)  

4.2. Evolutionary game model in which companies in the same group emulate each other’s fraudulent behavior 

Taking the X group as an example, ζx(Ex1) = 1-w1+w1Ex1, ζx(Ex2) = 1-w1+w1Ex2, and ζx(Ex) = 1-w1+w1Ex represent the fitness of 
safe and counterfeit production and the average fitness among companies in this group, respectively. The growth rate of the number of 
companies in the X group that choose safe production is equal to the difference between the fitness of safe production and the average 
fitness. When the growth rate of the number of companies choosing safe production is negative, that is, when ζx(Ex1)-ζx(Ex) < 0, 
counterfeit production has a higher fitness in the X group. In other words, X who chooses counterfeit production would continue to 
choose to produce counterfeit raw materials, while X who chooses safe production would begin to emulate counterfeit production. 
According to evolutionary game theory, the replication dynamic equation shown in Equation (10) can be derived from Equations (1)– 
(3). 

F(x)= dx / dt= [ζx(Ex1) − ζx(Ex)]x=w1(Ex1 − Ex)x  

= w1x(1 − x)(Ex1 − Ex2)=w1x(1 − x)(yu1P1 + n1M1 +C3 − C1 − C2) (10) 

Similarly, the replication dynamic equation shown in Equation (11) can be derived from Equations (4)–(6). 

F(y)= dy
/

dt=
[
ζy
(
Ey1

)
− ζy

(
Ey
)]

y=w2
(
Ey1 − Ey

)
y  

= w2y(1 − y)
(
Ey1 − Ey2

)
=w2y(1 − y)[(u1P1 − C5)(1 − x)+ n2M2 + zu2P2 +C7 − C4 − C5 − C6] (11)  

In the same way, the replicon dynamic equation shown in Equation (12) can be derived from Equations (7)–(9). 

Fz= dz / dt= [ζz(Ez1) − ζz(Ez)]z=w3(Ez1 − Ez)z  

= w3z(1 − z)(Ez1 − Ez2)=w3z(1 − z)= [(u2P2 − C9)(1 − y)+ n3M3 + u3P3 +C11 − C8 − C9 − C10] (12) 

On the basis of the above three replicated dynamic sub-equations, namely Equations (10)–(12), the tripartite replicated dynamic 
equation shown in Equation (13) is generated. 

⎧
⎨

⎩

F(x) = w1x(1− x)(yu1P1 + n1M1 + C3 − C1 − C2)

F(x) = w2y(1− y)[(u1P1 − C5)(1 − x) + n2M2 + zu2P2 + C7 − C4 − C5 − C6]

F(z) = w3z(1− z)[(u2P2 − C9)(1 − y) + n3M3 + u3P3 + C11 − C8 − C9 − C10]

(13)  

4.3. Analysis of evolutionary route 

From Equation (13), the probability of X, Y, and Z choosing safe behavioral strategies is represented by x(t), y(t), and z(t) 
respectively, and it changes over time. Their stability strategies and equilibrium points can be analyzed using the stability theory of 

Table 2 
Payoff matrix of tripartite game.   

Production enterprises Distributing business 

Selling safe food (z) Selling counterfeit food (1-z) 

Raw material 
producers 

Producing safe raw 
materials (x) 

Producing safe food (y) R1–C1-C2, R2–C4-C5-C6,R3–C8-C9- 
C10 

R1–C1-C2, 
R2–C4-C5-C6,R3–C11-n3M3-u3P3 

Producing counterfeit 
food (1-y) 

R1–C1-C2, R2–C7-n2M2-u2P2,R3–C8- 
2C9–C10+u2P2 

R1–C1-C2,R2–C7-n2M2,R3–C11-n3M3-u3P3 

Producing counterfeit raw 
materials (1-x) 

Producing safe food (y) R1–C3-n1M1-u1P1, R2–C4- 
2C5–C6+u1P1,R3–C8-C9-C10 

R1–C3-n1M1-u1P1, R2–C4- 
2C5–C6+u1P1R3–C11-n3M3-u3P3 

Producing counterfeit 
food (1-y) 

R1–C3-n1M1, R2–C7-n2M2-u2P2, 
R3–C8-2C9–C10+u2P2 

R1–C3-n1M1,R2–C7-n2M2,R3–C11-n3M3- 
u3P3  
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differential equations. 
According to the stability theory of differential equations, when the following formula is established: y = y∗ = (C1 + C2 − C3 −

n1M1)/u1P1, then Ex1 − Ex2 = 0. The dynamic equation will be satisfied: F(x) = 0 and every X is in evolutionary stability. 
When Ex1-Ex2∕=0, x = 0 and x = 1 can be obtained from F(x) = 0, which means that there may be two equilibrium points.Solving the 

partial derivative of the replication dynamic Equation (10), and we can obtain the following Equation (14): 

d(F(x)) / dx=w1(1 − 2x)(Ex1 − Ex2) (14)  

Proposition 1. According to formula (14), if Ex1-Ex2<0, then y<y*, and we can get further d(F(x))/dx|x=0 < 0 and d(F(x))/dx|x=1 > 0. 
At this time, x = 0 is the evolutionary stability strategy, that is, X chooses to produce counterfeit raw materials. 

Proposition 2. Similarly, if Ex1 − Ex2 > 0, then y>y*, and we can get further d(F(x))/dx|x=0 > 0 and d(F(x))/dx|x=1 < 0. In this case, x=1 
is the evolutionary stability strategy, that is, X chooses to produce safe raw materials. The phase diagrams of the strategy evolution of X are 
shown in Fig. 3, where the arrow indicates the direction of evolution of X toward x=0 or x=1. 

According to the stability theory of differential equations, when the following formula is established: z = z∗ = [C4 + C5 + C6 − C7 + (x −
1)(u1P1 − C5) − n2M2]/u2P2, then Ey1 − Ey2 = 0. The dynamic equation will be satisfied: F(y) = 0 and every Y is in evolutionary stability. 

When Ey1 − Ey2 ∕= 0, y = 0 and y = 1 can be obtained from F(y) = 0, which means that there may be two equilibrium points. Solving the 
partial derivative of the replication dynamic equation (10), and we can obtain the following equation (15): 

d(F(y))
/

dy=w2(1 − 2y)
(
Ey1 − Ey2

)
(15)   

Proposition 3. According to formula (15), if Ey1 − Ey2 < 0, then z<z*, and we can get further d(F(y))/dy|y=0 < 0 and d(F(y))/dy|y=1 >

0. At this time, y=0 is the evolutionary stability strategy, that is, Y chooses to produce counterfeit food. 

Proposition 4. In the same way, if Ey1 − Ey2 > 0, then z>z*, and we can get further d(F(y))/dy|y=0 > 0 and d(F(y))/dy|y=1 < 0. In this 
case, y=1 is the evolutionary stability strategy, that is, Y chooses to produce safe food. The phase diagrams of the strategy evolution of Y are 
shown in Fig. 4, where the arrow indicates the direction of evolution of Y toward y=0 or y=1. 

According to the stability theory of differential equations, when the following formula is established: y = y∗ = 1 − (C8 + C9 + C10 − C11 −

u3P3 − n3M3)/(u2P2 − C9), then Ez1 − Ez2 = 0. The dynamic equation will be satisfied: F(z)=0 and every Z is in evolutionary stability. 
When Ez1 − Ez2 ∕= 0, z=0 and z=1 can be obtained from F(z)=0, which means that there may be two equilibrium points. Solving the partial 

derivative of the replication dynamic equation (10), and we can obtain the following equation (16): 

d(F(z)) / dz=w3(1 − 2z)(Ez1 − Ez2) (16)   

Proposition 5. According to formula (16), if Ez1 − Ez2 < 0, then y>y*, and we can get further d(F(z))/dz|z=0 < 0 and d(F(z))/dz|z=1 > 0. 
At this time, z=0 is the evolutionary stability strategy, that is, Z chooses to sell counterfeit food. 

Proposition 6. Similarly, if Ez1 − Ez2 > 0, then y<y*, and we can get further d(F(z))/dz|z=0 > 0 and d(F(z))/dz|z=1 < 0. In this case, z=1 
is the evolutionary stability strategy, that is, Z chooses to sell safe food. The phase diagrams of the strategy evolution of Z are shown in Fig. 5, 
where the arrow indicates the direction of evolution of Z toward z=0 or z=1. 

4.4. Analysis of stability of evolutionary game equilibrium points 

If F(x) = 0, F(y) = 0 , and F(z) = 0 in the replicated dynamic Equation (13), then there are eight equilibrium points in the three- 

Fig. 3. Evolutionary phase diagram of X behavioral strategies.  
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Fig. 4. Evolutionary phase diagram of Y behavioral strategies.  

Fig. 5. Evolutionary phase diagram of Z behavioral strategies.  

Table 3 
System equilibrium point eigenvalues and progressive stability conditions.  

Equilibrium points λ Stability conditions 

λi1 λi2 λi3 

E1(0,0,0) 
w1

(
n1M1 + C3
− C1 − C2

)

w2

(
u1P1 + n2M2 + C7
− C4 − 2C5 − C6

)

w3

⎛

⎝
u2P2 + n3M3+

u3P3 + C11 − C8
− 2C9 − C10

⎞

⎠
(1) 

E2(0,0,1) 
w1

(
n1M1 + C3
− C1 − C2

)

w2

(
u1P1 + n2M2 + u2P2
+C7 − C4 − 2C5 − C6

)

− w3

⎛

⎝
u2P2 + n3M3+

u3P3 + C11 − C8
− 2C9 − C10

⎞

⎠
(2) 

E3(0,1,0) 
w1

(
u1P1 + n1M1
+C3 − C1 − C2

)

− w2

(
u1P1 + n2M2 + C7
− C4 − 2C5 − C6

)

w3

⎛

⎝
n3M3 + u3P3
+C11 − C8
− C9 − C10

⎞

⎠
(3) 

E4(1,0,0) 
− w1

(
n1M1 + C3
− C1 − C2

)

w2

(
n2M2 + C7

− C4 − C5 − C6

)

w3

⎛

⎝
u2P2 + n3M3+

u3P3 + C11 − C8
− 2C9 − C10

⎞

⎠
(4) 

E5(1,1,0) 
− w1

(
u1P1 + n1M1
+C3 − C1 − C2

)

− w2

(
n2M2 + C7

− C4 − C5 − C6

)

w3

⎛

⎝
n3M3 + u3P3
+C11 − C8
− C9 − C10

⎞

⎠
(5) 

E6(1,0,1) 
− w1

(
n1M1 + C3
− C1 − C2

)

w2

(
n2M2 + C7

− C4 − C5 − C6

)

− w3

⎛

⎝
u2P2 + n3M3+

u3P3 + C11 − C8
− 2C9 − C10

⎞

⎠
(6) 

E7(0,1,1) 
w1

(
u1P1 + n1M1
+C3 − C1 − C2

)

− w2

(
u1P1 + n2M2 + u2P2
+C7 − C4 − 2C5 − C6

)

− w3

⎛

⎝
n3M3 + u3P3
+C11 − C8
− C9 − C10

⎞

⎠
(7) 

E8(1,1,1) 
− w1

(
u1P1 + n1M1
+C3 − C1 − C2

)

− w2

(
n2M2 + u2P2 + C7
− C4 − C5 − C6

)

− w3

⎛

⎝
n3M3 + u3P3
+C11 − C8
− C9 − C10

⎞

⎠
(8) 

Condition (i): λi1, λi2λi3 < 0  
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dimensional (3D) space K = {(x,y,z)|0≤ x≤ 1,0≤ y≤ 1,0≤ z≤ 1}: E1(0,0,0), E2(0,0,1), E3(0,1,0), E4(1,0,0), E5(1,1,0), E6(1,0,1), 
E7(0,1,1), and E8(1,1,1). In order to analyze the progressive stability of the equilibrium points, the Jacobi matrix and its eigenvalues 
can be calculated according to the following Equation (17). 

J =

⎡

⎣
∂F(x)/∂x ∂F(x)/∂y ∂F(x)/∂z
∂F(y)/∂x ∂F(y)/∂y ∂F(y)/∂z
∂F(z)/∂x ∂F(z)/∂y ∂F(z)/∂z

⎤

⎦=

⎡

⎣
a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

⎤

⎦

=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

w1(1 − 2x)(yu1P1 +n1M1 +C3 − C1 − C2) w1x(1 − x)u1P1 0

− w2y(1 − y)(u1P1 − C5) w2(1 − 2y)

[
(u1P1 − C5)(1 − x)+n2M2

+zu2P2 +C7 − C4 − C5 − 6

]

w2y(1 − y)u2P2

0 − w3z(1 − z)(u2P2 − C9) w3(1 − 2z)

[
(u2P2 − C9)(1 − y)+n3M3

+u3P3 +C11 − C8 − C9 − C10

]

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(17) 

Based on the stability theory of Lyapunov [78–80], the equilibrium points are asymptotically stable when all the eigenvalues (λ) of 
the Jacobian matrix are less than zero, as shown in Table 3. 

5. Verification analysis of the stability conditions of the system equilibrium points 

According to the number of groups committing fraud in the food supply chain and whether companies in the same group emulate 
each other’s fraudulent behavior, the eight equilibrium points are divided into four scenarios: In Scenario I, no company in the food 
supply chain commits fraud (and hence there is no emulation of fraud). In Scenarios II, III, and IV, one, two, or all three of the X, Y and Z 
groups commit fraud, respectively, and companies in the same group emulate each other’s fraudulent behavior. Specifically, E8 (1,1,1) 
corresponds to Scenario I; E5 (1,1,0), E6 (1,0,1), and E7(0,1,1) correspond to Scenario II; E2 (0,0,1), E3 (0,1,0), and E4 (1,0,0) corre-
spond to Scenario III; E1 (0,0,0) corresponds to Scenario IV. Based on the research hypothesis above and Table 3, we established the 
parameter values for each equilibrium point as shown in Table 4 and conducted a numerical simulation for each equilibrium point. 

The evolution paths of the three-party game among X, Y, and Z were numerically simulated using MATLAB to analyze the impact of 
relevant parameters on the evolution paths. The minimum discrete time interval for calculating the values for each variable for every 
iteration during the simulation, that is, the time step, affects the simulation accuracy and calculation efficiency, and ultimately the 
evolution path of the asymptotic stability strategy. Therefore, according to the replicator dynamic Equation (13), the time step is 

Table 4 
Equilibrium points and assignment for every parameter.  

Parameters Equilibrium points 

E1(0,0,0) E2(0,0,1) E3(0,1,0) E4(1,0,0) E5(1,1,0) E6(1,0,1) E7(0,1,1) E8(1,1,1) 

Scenarios IV III III III II II II I 

w1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
w2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
w3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
u1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
u2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
u3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
n1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
n2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
n3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
C1 4 4 5 3 5 4 4 6 
C2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
C3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
C4 2 3 1 3 1 3 3 5 
C5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
C6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
C7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
C8 6 4 6 6 7 4 4 7 
C9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
C10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
C11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
P1 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 8 
P2 4 4 5 5 6 4 7 8 
P3 5 10 6 6 7 8 8 10 
M1 6 6 4 12 12 12 5 10 
M2 6 5 10 5 12 6 10 10 
M3 5 8 7 6 7 10 12 12  
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expressed as Δt, and the three-party dynamic game evolution system is expressed as follows 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dx(t)
dt

≈
x(t + Δt) − x(t)

Δt
= w1x(1− x)(yu1P1 + n1M1 + C3 − C1 − C2)

dy(t)
dt

≈
y(t + Δt) − y(t)

Δt
= w2y(1− y)[(u1P1 − C5)(1 − x) + n2M2 + zu2P2 + C7 − C4 − C5 − C6]

dz(t)
dt

≈
z(t + Δt) − z(t)

Δt
= w3z(1− z)[(u2P2 − C9)(1 − y) + n3M3 + u3P3 + C11 − C8 − C9 − C10]

(18) 

Furthermore, letting the time step in Equation (18) to be Δt = 1, the following findings shown in Equation (19) can be derived from 
the three-party system expression: 

⎧
⎨

⎩

x(t + 1) = x(t)(2 − x(t))w1(y(t)u1P1 + n1M1 + C3 − C1 − C2)

y(t + 1) = y(t)(2 − y(t))w2
[
(u1P1 − C5)(1 − x(t)) + n2M2 + z(t)u2P2 + C7 − C4 − C5 − C6

]

z(t + 1) = z(t)(2 − z(t))w3[(u2P2 − C9)(1 − y(t)) + n3M3 + u3P3 + C11 − C8 − C9 − C10]

(19) 

Scenario I: Here, no group of companies commits fraud, and no emulation of fraud among companies in the same group. Because 
all the parameters set in Table 4 satisfy condition (8) in Table 3, the initial intentions of X, Y, and Z may be set at (0.4,0.5,0.6), 
(0.5,0.7,0.8), and (0.7,0.8,0.9), respectively, which indicates the selection of a behavioral strategy by X, Y, and Z under different initial 
intentions. The results of the simulation shown in Fig. 6(a)–6(d) indicate that under the three initial intentions, the strategies of X, Y, 
and Z all evolve into E8 (1,1,1), which means {producing safe raw materials, producing safe food, selling safe food}. This suggests that 

Fig. 6. Equilibrium point E8 (1,1,1) stability test and evolution path of each participant.  
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the system’s evolution to a stable state where no group of companies commit fraud and no emulation of fraud emerges among 
companies in the same group is not related to the initial willingness of each individual actor to choose a safe strategy and not commit 
food fraud. Rather, initial willingness only affects the time when the system reaches the equilibrium point. In other words, the higher 
the initial willingness, the shorter the time for the system to evolve to a stable state. According to the hypotheses, when X, Y, and Z 
expect higher returns from choosing to commit fraud than that from choosing a safe strategy, they would have the initial motivation to 
commit fraud. According to condition (8), u1P1 + n1M1 > C1 + C2 − C3, n2M2 + u2P2 > C4+C5 + C6 − C7, and n3M3 + u3P3 > C8+C9 +

C10 − C11. This indicates that when financial penalties imposed by the government on X, Y, and Z, financial compensation paid by 
companies for breach of contract, and compensation paid by Z to consumers are large, actors that choose a fraudulent strategy will face 
economic losses far exceeding the economic costs, which are reduced by this strategy. In this case, companies will choose a safe 
strategy. In this scenario, the overall safety of the food supply chain and the social co-governance level both reach their highest levels. 

Scenario II: One group of companies commits fraud, followed by emulation of fraud among companies in the same group. Because 
all the parameters set in Table 4 satisfy conditions (5)–(7) in Table 3, the initial intentions of X, Y, and Z may be set at (0.4,0.5,0.6), 
(0.5,0.7,0.8), and (0.7,0.8,0.9), respectively, which indicates the selections of behavioral strategy by X, Y, and Z under different initial 
intentions. The results of the simulation shown in Figs. 7–9 indicate that under the different initial intentions, the strategies of X, Y, and 
Z severally evolve into {producing safe raw materials, producing safe food, selling counterfeit food}, {producing safe raw materials, 
producing counterfeit food, selling safe food}, {producing counterfeit raw materials, producing safe food, selling safe food}. This 
scenario suggests that the evolution of the system to a stable state where one group of companies commits fraud with emulation of 
fraud among companies in the same group is only related to its stability conditions, but not to each actor’s initial willingness. However, 
the higher the initial willingness of a group of companies to choose a safe strategy, the less time it takes to evolve to a stable state of 
implementing a safe strategy, and the longer it takes to evolve to a stable state of implementing a fraudulent strategy. Using E5 as an 
example, condition (5) indicates that when n3M3 + u3P3 < C8+C9 + C10 − C11, i.e., when government regulation and consumer su-
pervision are insufficient to have a deterrent effect on the sale of counterfeit food by Z, Z reduces costs by selling counterfeit food and 
obtains higher expected profits, which in turn induces companies in the Z group emulate this fraudulent behavior. Subsequently, 
although Z relaxes its supervision of Y, increased financial penalties imposed by the government on Y, i.e., n2M2 > C4+C5 + C6 − C7, 
can curb Y’s motivation to produce counterfeit food. In this case, the food supply chain system eventually evolves to a state where only 
the Z group commits fraud, with emulation of fraud among companies in this group. The overall risk of the supply chain and the social 
co-governance are both at a medium level. 

Scenario III: Two groups of companies commit fraud, with emulation of fraud occurring among companies in the same group. 
Because all the parameters set in Table 4 satisfy conditions (2)–(4) in Table 3, the initial intentions of X, Y, and Z may be set at 
(0.4,0.5,0.6), (0.5,0.7,0.8), and (0.7,0.8,0.9), respectively, which indicates the selections of behavioral strategy by X, Y, and Z under 
different initial intentions. The results of the simulation shown in Figs. 10–12 indicate that under the different initial intentions, the 
strategies of X, Y, and Z severally evolve into {producing counterfeit raw materials, producing counterfeit food, selling safe food}, 
{producing counterfeit raw materials, producing safe food, selling counterfeit food}, {producing safe raw materials, producing 
counterfeit food, selling counterfeit food}. This suggests that the evolution of the system to a stable state where two groups of com-
panies commit fraud with emulation of fraud among companies in the same group is not related to the initial willingness of X, Y, or Z. 
However, the higher the initial willingness of companies to choose a safe strategy, the less time it takes to evolve to a stable state of 
implementing a safe strategy, and the longer it takes to evolve to a stable state of implementing a fraudulent strategy. Using E4 as an 
example, condition (4) indicates that when Z sells counterfeit food and relaxes supervision of Y, if the government does not increase the 
financial penalties on Y in a timely manner, i.e., n2M2 < C4+C5 + C6 − C7, government regulation alone will not have a deterrent effect 
on counterfeit food production by Y. In this case, both the Y and Z groups choose to commit fraud, with emulation of fraud among 
companies in the same group. At this point, the overall risk of the food supply chain remains at a high level, and social co-governance is 
at a low level. 

Fig. 7. Equilibrium point E5 (1,1,0) stability test.  
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Scenario IV: All three groups of companies commit fraud, with emulation of fraud occurring among companies in the same group, 
Because all the parameters set in Table 4 satisfy condition (1) in Table 3, the initial intentions of X, Y, and Z may be set at (0.4,0.5,0.6), 
(0.5,0.7,0.8), and (0.7,0.8,0.9), respectively, which indicates the selections of behavioral strategy by X, Y, and Z under different initial 
intentions. The results of the simulation shown in Fig. 13(a)–13(d) indicate that under the different initial intentions, the strategies of 

Fig. 8. Equilibrium point E6 (1,0,1) stability test. (Left).  

Fig. 9. Equilibrium point E7 (0,1,1) stability test. (Right).  

Fig. 10. Equilibrium point E2 (0,0,1) stability test.  
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X, Y, and Z all evolve into {producing counterfeit raw materials, producing counterfeit food, selling counterfeit food}. This suggests 
that the evolution of the system to a stable state where all three groups of companies commit fraud with emulation of fraud among 
companies in the same group is again not related to the actors’ initial willingness status. A higher initial willingness is associated with a 
longer time to evolve to a stable state than a lower initial willingness. According to condition (1), n1M1 < C1+C2 − C3, n2M2 + u1P1 <

C4+2C5 + C6 − C7, and n3M3 + u3P3 + u2P2 < C8+2C9 + C10 − C11. This indicates that when the financial penalties imposed by the 
government on X, Y, and Z, the financial compensation paid by companies for breach of contract, and the compensation paid by Z to 
consumers are small, actors that choose a fraudulent strategy will only face small economic losses, which are far lower than reductions 
in economic costs attained by this strategy. In this case, companies choose a fraudulent strategy with emulation of fraud occurring 
among companies in the same group. In this scenario, the overall risk of the food supply chain is high, and the social co-governance 
level is low. 

Social co-governance of food safety risk is rich in connotation and has various forms. This study designs a social co-governance 
system composed of the government, X, Y, Z, and consumers, which perform their respective responsibilities to jointly prevent food 
fraud based on the common values of ensuring food safety. Thus, E1(0,0,0), E2(0,0,1), E3(0,1,0), E4(1,0,0), E5(1,1,0), E6(1,0,1), 
E7(0,1,1), and E8(1,1,1) are the eight equilibrium points of this social co-governance system composed of the government, X, Y, Z, and 
consumers. They are the result of the evolution of the actors’ behavioral strategies to achieve relative balance. Thus, they represent the 
system’s level of social co-governance in different scenarios. Accordingly, the relation between the system’s equilibrium points and the 
social co-governance level is summarized in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the gradual transition from E1(0,0,0) to E8(1,1,1) is in fact an 
evolutionary process in which X, Y, and Z continue to adjust their behavioral strategies, and the government, companies, and con-
sumers jointly participate in social co-governance to achieve a shift from low to high social co-governance. 

Fig. 11. Equilibrium point E3 (0,1,0) stability test. (Left).  

Fig. 12. Equilibrium point E4 (1,0,0) stability test. (Right).  
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Fig. 13. Equilibrium point E1 (0,0,0) stability test and evolution path of each participant.  

Fig. 14. Schematic diagram of the different equilibrium points and the corresponding social co-governance levels.  
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6. Effects of government regulation, supervision between companies, and consumer reporting on actors’ behavioral 
strategies 

The stability conditions of the equilibrium points in Scenarios I, II, III, and IV were discussed and verified above. The results show 
that the system’s evolution to a stable state does not depend on any actor’s initial willingness, but rather is only related to the level of 
food safety social co-governance involving the government, companies, and consumers. The section proceeds to analyzes how gov-
ernment regulation, supervision between companies, and consumer reporting affect the stability of equilibrium point E8 and the 
behavioral strategy choices of each actor. Then, it is discussed how the system can regain the conditions of E8, and the evolution paths 
of behavioral strategy choices of X, Y, and Z are revealed, together with shifts between safe or fraudulent strategies and emulation 
among them. 

6.1. Effect of government economic punishment on the choice of subject behavioral strategy 

While other parameters remaining unchanged, it is assumed that the economic penalties of government M1 = 2,5,8,11, M2 =

1,3,9,12, M3 = 1,3,10,13. The corresponding evolutionary routes for the strategy selection of every subject are shown in Figs. 15–17. 
The results reveal that when M1 = 2, M2 = 1, and M3 = 1, X, Y, and Z all choose a fraudulent strategy. As Mi increases, that is, when M1 
= 5, M2 = 3, and M3 = 3, X, Y, and Z continue to choose a fraudulent strategy, but it takes them a longer time to do so, i.e., a 
significantly decreased evolution speed. When Mi further increases to M1 = 8, M2 = 9, and M3 = 10, all the three actors shift their 
strategy from a fraudulent one to a safe one. When Mi increases to M1 = 11, M2 = 12, and M3 = 13, X, Y, and Z now choose a safe 
strategy at a significantly increased speed. Thus, it can be seen that a low Mi increases the fitness of the fraudulent strategy among 
companies in the X, Y, and Z groups, leading them to choose and emulate fraudulent behavior. Increased financial penalties imposed by 
the government on X, Y, and Z will increase the cost of choosing a fraudulent strategy, and the income of fraud will be reduced 
accordingly and far less than the safety production and sales behavior, thus curbing their willingness to engage in fraud to gain excess 
profits. 

6.2. Effect of government sampling probability on the choice of subject behavioral strategy 

While other parameters remaining unchanged, it is assumed that the sampling probability of government n1 = 0.15,0.25,0.45,0.75, 
n2 = 0.05,0.15,0.55,0.85, n3 = 0.05,0.15,0.45,0.65. The corresponding evolutionary routes for the strategy selection of every subject 
are shown in Figs. 18–20. 

When n1 = 0.15, n2 = 0.05, and n3 = 0.05, X, Y, and Z all choose a fraudulent strategy. In other words, when ni is low, they all 
choose opportunistic behavior to attain higher economic benefits. As ni increases, that is, when n1 = 0.25, n2 = 0.15, and n3 = 0.15, X, 
Y, and Z still choose a fraudulent strategy, but at a significantly slower evolution speed. When ni further increases, that is, when n1 =

0.45, n2 = 0.55, and n3 = 0.45, the equilibrium point evolves from E1 to E8. This suggests that an increase of ni significantly changes the 
behavioral strategy choices of X, Y, and Z compelling them to abandon the speculative fraudulent strategy and gradually shift to a safe 
strategy. When ni increases to n1 = 0.75, n2 = 0.85, and n3 = 0.65, they choose a safe strategy at a significantly increased speed and the 
interests of the various subjects are balanced. 

Further analysis of Figs. 15–20 reveals that the amount of financial penalties and the probability of sampling inspections by the 
government jointly influence the behavioral strategy choices of X, Y, and Z. In both cases, the government supervision is in the form of 
inefficient and ineffective supervision. Specifically, a high probability of government sampling inspections cannot replace low pen-
alties. In this case, the higher economic returns X, Y, and Z can earn from choosing a fraudulent strategy are greater than the production 
or sales costs and economic losses. Therefore, they would continue to choose a fraudulent strategy for higher economic returns. 
Meanwhile, these higher returns earned through fraud and the apparent ability to not face negative consequences increases the 
perceived fitness of the fraudulent strategy among companies in the same group which in turn leads to emulation of fraud. Similarly, a 
low probability of government sampling inspections combined with high penalties will lead companies to continue to choose 
opportunistic fraudulent behavior due to pursuit of interests and trust in luck. 

6.3. Effect of mutual supervision between enterprises on the choice of subject behavioral strategy 

While the other parameters are constant, the sampling probability of Y versus X and Z versus Y is set to be u1 = 0.1,0.2,0.4,0.7, u2 =

0.2,0.3,0.6,0.8, respectively. The corresponding evolutionary routes for the strategy selection of every subject are shown in 
Figs. 21–22. Similarly, on the basis of unchanged other parameters, the economic compensation paid by X default to Y and Y default to 
Z is further set as P1 = 1,3,6,11, P2 = 3,5,9,12, and the evolution path diagram as shown in Figs. 23 and 24.As can be seen from Figs. 21 
and 23, when u1 = 0.1 or P1 = 1, that is, when the probability of sampling inspections by Y on X or the financial compensation paid to Y 
by X for breach of contract is low, Y does not effectively supervise X, and X chooses to produce counterfeit raw materials. When the 
probability of sampling inspections by Y on X or the compensation paid to Y by X increases, that is, when u1 = 0.2 or P1 = 3, X will still 
choose to produce counterfeit raw materials, albeit at a significantly decreased evolution speed. When u1 = 0.4 or P1 = 6, and when u1 
= 0.7 or P1 = 11, X shifts from producing counterfeit raw materials to producing safe ones. Moreover, higher probability of sampling 
inspections by Y on X or greater compensation paid to X by Y leads to X needing less time to evolve to choosing a safe strategy. 

At the same time, as found in analyzing Figs. 22 and 24, when the probability of sampling inspections by Z on Y or the compensation 
paid to Y by Z is low, i.e., when u2 = 0.2 or P2 = 3, Y’s behavioral strategy choices show cyclical fluctuations. Moreover, when the 
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probability of sampling inspections by Z on Y or the compensation paid to Y by Z increases, i.e., when u2 = 0.3 or P2 = 5, Y’s behavioral 
strategy choices show cyclical fluctuations with a shorter cycle and lower wave height. This suggests that when Y chooses a safe 
strategy, Y’s ability to receive financial compensation from X depends directly on whether X chooses to commit fraud. When Y chooses 
to commit fraud, although the production costs are reduced, it needs to pay compensation to Z for breach of contract. Therefore, Y 
constantly adjusts its behavioral strategy choices based on economic benefits, thus causing volatility of strategy choices. When the 

Fig. 15. Influence of M1 on behavioral strategy of X. (Left).  

Fig. 16. Influence of M2 on behavioral strategy of Y. (Right).  

Fig. 17. Influence of M3 on behavioral strategy of Z.  
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probability of sampling inspections by Z on Y or the compensation paid to Y by Z further increases, i.e., when u2 = 0.8 or P2 = 12, Y 
chooses a safe strategy at a significantly faster evolution speed than when u2 = 0.6 or P2 = 9. 

Therefore, further combined with Figs. 21–24 we can find that supervision of X by Y and supervision of Y by Z should reach a certain 
level. Otherwise, X and Y would evolve into choosing a fraudulent strategy with emulation of fraud among companies in the same 
group. Likewise, Y’s behavioral strategy choices would show cyclical changes, and downstream companies would lack the ability to 

Fig. 18. Influence of n1 on behavioral strategy of X. (Left).  

Fig. 19. Influence of n2 on behavioral strategy of Y. (Right).  

Fig. 20. Influence of n3 on behavioral strategy of Z.  
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Fig. 21. Influence of u1 on behavioral strategy of X. (Left).  

Fig. 22. Influence of u2 on behavioral strategy of Y. (Right).  

Fig. 23. Influence of P1 on behavioral strategy of X. (Left).  
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effectively supervise upstream ones. At this point, the contract signed between enterprises can not play its role effectively, and the 
enterprises will choose and imitate the fraud behavior to obtain higher profits. 

6.4. Effect of consumer reports on the behavioral strategy choice of distribution enterprises 

In the case that other parameters remain unchanged, the consumer report probability is set respectively u3 = 0.05,0.25,0.55,0.85. 
The corresponding evolutionary routes for the strategy selection of every subject are shown in Fig. 25. With other parameters un-
changed, further setting the economic compensation paid by Z to be P3 = 0.05,0.25,0.55,0.85, respectively, which leads to the evo-
lution path diagram of the behavioral strategy selection as shown in Fig. 26. 

As shown in the analysis of Figs. 25 and 26, when the probability of consumers reporting Z or the financial compensation paid by Z 
to consumers is low, i.e., when u3 = 0.05 or P3 = 1, Z chooses to sell counterfeit food. As the probability of consumers reporting Z or the 
financial compensation paid by Z to consumers increases, Z’s behavioral strategy choices show cyclical fluctuations with a long cycle 
and low wave height. Although Z has a high overall willingness to choose to sell safe food, its behavioral strategy choices fluctuate 
between selling safe food and counterfeit food. When the probability of consumers reporting Z or the compensation paid by Z to 
consumers increases, Z chooses to sell safe food at an increasing evolution speed. The results show that an increased probability of 
consumers reporting and higher compensation paid by Z to consumers increases the risk cost to Z from selling counterfeit food, and also 
reduces the fitness of the fraudulent strategy among companies in the Z group, thereby reducing their motivation to choose or emulate 
the sale of counterfeit food. 

6.5. Effect of emulation level on behavioral strategy choices of actors 

Under the case of constant other parameters, setting up the emulation level of X, Y and Z enterprises in their respective similar 
groups as w1 = 0.2,0.3,0.6,0.8, w2 = 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.9, w3 = 0.1,0.2,0.4,0.7 simultaneously in Scenarios I and IV gives the evolution path 
map of behavioral strategy selection as shown in Figs. 27–29 and Figs. 30–32. 

Fig. 24. Influence of P2 on behavioral strategy of Y. (Right).  

Fig. 25. Influence of u3 on behavioral strategy of Z. (Left).  
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In this case, the highest social co-governance is established, and a higher emulation level results the system needing less time to 
reach E8, that is, the selections of behavioral strategy finally evolved into {producing safe raw materials, producing safe food, selling 
safe food}. This indicates that the level of emulation among companies in the same group does not affect the actors’ evolution paths or 
the system’s final stable state. Rather, it affects the time needed for the system to evolve to the equilibrium point. Upstream, 
midstream, and downstream companies always choose a safe strategy. 

Fig. 26. Influence of P3 on behavioral strategy of Z. (Right).  

Fig. 27. Influence of w1 on behavioral strategy of X. (Left).  

Fig. 28. Influence of w2 on behavioral strategy of Y. (Right).  
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Moreover, the fitness of the fraudulent strategy among companies in the same group is low when the system evolves to E8, cor-
responding to Scenario I. Therefore, all three actors would give up choosing and emulating the fraudulent strategy. On the contrary, In 
Scenario IV, where the equilibrium point is E1, we assume that the intensity of imitation is the same as in Scenario I and refer to 
Figs. 30–32. According to the analysis of Figs. 30–32, when the level of social co-governance is low, even if the level of emulating 
fraudulent behavioral among companies in the same group is low, they would still choose and emulate the fraudulent strategy to obtain 

Fig. 29. Influence of w3 on behavioral strategy of Z.  

Fig. 30. Influence of w1 on behavioral strategy of X. (Left).  

Fig. 31. Influence of w2 on behavioral strategy of Y. (Right).  
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high profits due to the high fitness of the fraudulent strategy among companies in the same group. This suggests that the effect of 
emulation level on companies’ behavioral strategy choices is based on social co-governance. In other words, Imitation levels simply 
determine the timing when the subject selects a behavioral strategy, while the level of social co-governance determines companies’ 
choices of behavioral strategies at various levels of emulation. 

7. Conclusions and policy implications 

This study has created a social co-governance framework involving government regulation, supervision between companies, and 
consumer reporting based on the reality of China, and developed a three-party evolutionary game model among upstream raw material 
producers, midstream food producers, and downstream distributors to investigate the behavioral strategy choices of these three 
parties. Furthermore, it verified the stability conditions of the equilibrium points by numerical simulation, and investigated the effects 
of government regulation, supervision between companies, consumer reporting, and the level of fraud emulation among companies on 
fraudulent behavior and fraud emulation among companies in the same group. 

The results show that choices regarding fraudulent behavior and fraud emulation among companies in the same group are related 
to the level of social co-governance. A higher the co-governance level makes companies more likely to choose a safe strategy and give 
up emulating fraudulent behavior. The food supply chain system’s final stable state thus does not depend on the initial willingness of 
the three actors to engage in fraud, but only on the level of social co-governance. However, the actors’ initial willingness does impact 
the time needed for system to evolve to a stable state. Moreover, although the level of emulation among companies in the same group 
does not change the companies’ behavioral strategies, it does affect the time they take to make choices. The effect of emulation level on 
companies’ behavioral strategy choices is based on social co-governance. For example, in a system with high social co-governance, the 
time needed to choose a safe strategy decreases as the level of emulation increases. 

Furthermore, companies’ behavioral strategy choices also change with the level of government regulation. As government regu-
lation decreases, companies gradually shift from a safe to a fraudulent strategy. This in turn compels more and more companies in the 
same group to also gradually shift to adopt fraudulent behavior, i.e., engage in emulation. However, company decisions are based on 
the level of government regulation, i.e., the probability of government sampling inspections and the amount of financial penalties. 
When the inspection probability or financial penalties alone are reduced, it is still possible for companies to shift to a fraudulent 
strategy and to cause fraud emulation among companies in the same group. Therefore, financial penalties and government inspection 
probabilities should be maintained at appropriate levels that reinforce each other; otherwise government failure is still possible. 

It was also found that reduced supervision of upstream companies by midstream companies induces upstream companies to choose 
a fraudulent strategy. Additionally, when downstream companies reduce their supervision of midstream companies, the latter’s 
behavioral strategy choices show cyclical fluctuations. This indicates that financial penalties among upstream, midstream, and 
downstream companies based on market mechanisms alone cannot effectively curb fraud and emulation among companies in the long 
term. In other words, market failure is still possible in this case, and participation of additional regulatory forces, such as consumers 
and other social forces, is needed. 

The conclusions of this study have important policy implications. Preventing food fraud and fraud emulation among companies 
requires the participation of the government, the market (supervision between companies), and social forces. Downstream companies 
should maintain sampling inspections of upstream companies with a certain probability and impose financial penalties for any breach 
of contract. As the core force in preventing food fraud, the government should implement an appropriate combination of sampling 
inspections and financial penalties. Moreover, the government should encourage consumers to participate in social co-governance, and 
increases the economic cost borne by companies who commit and emulate fraud. This can be done through the market reputation 
mechanism by disclosing fraud information, thereby reducing companies’ willingness to commit and emulate fraud. In short, the 
prevention of food fraud and fraud emulation among companies should be based on social co-governance to combine and potentiate 
the respective advantages of the government, market, and society. 

Fig. 32. Influence of w3 on behavioral strategy of Z.  
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This study also has some limitations, which require collaborative efforts from the academic community to overcome. This study did 
not consider the emulation of fraud across different groups of companies in the food supply chain. Due to the interest relationships 
between different groups of companies in the supply chain, they may emulate each other due to differences in profit levels. Moreover, 
as noted above, many social forces are involved in combating food fraud, such as non-governmental organizations and news media. 
However, only consumers were included in this study. Therefore, future research should include multiple social forces to build a 
complete social co-governance framework and investigate the emulation of fraud among different groups of companies. 

Although this study is based on China, it may provide guidance for other countries, especially developing countries, in the pre-
vention of food fraud. This is because this study uses companies’ economic benefits as a basic assumption, which follows the universal 
laws of the market economy [81]. Moreover, the social co-governance system proposed in this study is a governance system recognized 
and implemented by many countries. However, the national conditions of China do have quite strong differences from those of other 
countries. Therefore, the extent to which the conclusions of this study are applicable to other countries requires further research. 
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